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The Christiansen Family Collection: Take a Chance on Me / It Had to Be You / When I Fall in Love / Always on My Mind /
The Wonder of You / You're the One That I Want Jun 28 2020 This collection bundles all 6 volumes of Susan May
Warren s charming Christiansen Family novels together in one e-book, for a great value! Take a Chance on Me (2014
Christy Award winner!): Darek Christiansen would be a dream bachelor, except for the wounded heart he s been nursing
since the tragic death of his wife, Felicity. New assistant county attorney Ivy Madison simply doesn t know any better when
she bids on Darek at the Deep Haven charity auction. Nor does she know that a plea bargain she crafted three years ago kept
the man responsible for Felicity s death out of jail. Caught between new love and old grudges, Darek must decide if he can
set aside the past for a future with Ivy. It Had to Be You: Eden Christiansen never imagined cheering on her younger brother
Owen̶a reckless NHL rookie̶would keep her on the sidelines of her own life, with little time to focus on her own career.
Owen could use a mentor . . . but she knows better than to expect help from team veteran Jace Jacobsen. Now at a crossroads
about his future in hockey, Jace's bad-boy reputation has him trapped. And the guilt-trip he's getting from Eden Christiansen
isn't making things any easier. But when Owen's carelessness leads to a career-threatening injury, Eden and Jace begin to
wonder if they belong on the same team after all. When I Fall in Love (2015 Christy Award finalist!): Hawaii was the last
place Grace Christiansen ever imagined she'd vacation, much less fall in love. But when her family surprises her with a
cooking retreat in paradise, she is thrown headfirst into an adventure. Max Sharpe may make his living on the ice as a pro
hockey player, but he feels most at home in the kitchen. Which is why he takes a three-week culinary vacation each year in
Hawaii. Upon being paired with Grace for a cooking competition, Max finds himself drawn to her passion, confidence, and
perseverance. But as his secrets unfold, Grace is torn between the safe path in front of her and what her heart truly desires.
Always on My Mind: After a failed dig, aspiring archaeologist Casper Christiansen heads home to Minnesota to face his
feelings for Raina Beaumont. But when he arrives unannounced on her doorstep, he receives quite a shock: Raina is pregnant.
Heartbroken, especially when he discovers the identity of the baby's father, Casper tables his dreams and determines to help
his older brother prepare the family resort for its grand reopening. But one of Casper's new jobs constantly brings him into
contact with Raina, whom he can't seem to forget. The Wonder of You: Mortified after her year abroad is cut short, Amelia
Christiansen returns to Deep Haven, certain she isn't brave enough for the adventures she's dreamed of. The last thing she
expects is for the man who broke her heart to cross the Atlantic and beg forgiveness. Heir to a European hotel dynasty, Roark
St. John has trekked from one exotic locale to another, haunted by tragedy and family expectations. He'll do anything for a
second chance with Amelia. But Roark's continued presence only highlights the questions pursuing her. Could finding her
new place mean leaving home behind? You re the One That I Want: An injury ended Owen Christiansen s NHL career, but
a job on an Alaskan crabbing boat offers a fresh start, maybe even a shot at romance with Elise Scotty McFlynn, the
captain's daughter. Scotty, however, doesn't believe in happily ever after̶especially with someone like Owen. Her instinct is
confirmed when Casper Christiansen arrives to drag his prodigal brother home, only to be detained in connection to a crime
back in Minnesota. As part of her new job on the Anchorage police force, Scotty must escort both brothers to Deep Haven,
where she is thrust into an unfamiliar world of family, faith, and fresh starts.
Take a Chance on Me Jul 10 2021 The brand-new sunny, funny, feel-good rom com from bestselling Beth Garrod. Meg had a
disastrous first kiss she would rather forget, but this is the summer she puts it behind her. This is the summer she has a
perfect, swoony, just-like-in-the-movies kiss with a hot boy - and what better setting than the sun-drenched Greek island she's
holidaying on? But with three very different boys vying for her attention, this mission to reset her first kiss may be more
complicated than she bargained for...
Promise Me: A Second Chance Romance Aug 11 2021 "Promise me you'll love me after this?" Those were the words I asked
my first love on a high school date. "Always, Vi," he told me before crushing his lips against mine. I gave him a part of me I

can never get back that night. Even worse, I gave him my heart. That was four years ago. Back when I was young and naive.
Back when I thought we d always be together. He dumped me right after graduation and left me to join the military. He said
I shouldn t wait for him; it didn t matter that I wanted to. I would have waited for him forever, but he threw me away and
left me here in this small town. Now he s home and says he wants me back. Second chances don t work in love. No matter
how much I wish I could erase what s happened since he s been gone... no matter how much I think of falling back into his
arms… Topics: new adult romance, women's fiction, women's romance, military romance, grey, buttons, dark mafia romance,
romantic suspense, bad-boy romance, bad boy, dark, sexy, intense, alpha male, second chance romance, new york times, USA
today, USA today bestseller, ebook, romance ebook, contemporary romance, romance series, best new ebook, emotional book,
angsty ebook, angsty book, angsty books, forget me not, merciless, valetti, best free romance, free romantic suspense, free
book, free reads, books like movies, wealthy, billionaire, romance for adults, award winning, obsession, possession, surrender,
burn, pain, top romance reads, fifty shades, 50 shades, steel brothers, steel brothers saga For fans of: Skye Warren, E.L.
James, Jodi Ellen Malpas, Maya Banks, Helen Hardt, Meli Raine, Lexi Ryan, Pepper Winters
Give Me a Chance! Oct 25 2022 Living in poverty is a day-to-day survival of the fittest. It's difficult for children to
understand how to maneuver each day, especially if their parents are unsure of how to manage their limited resources and
sometimes lack the necessary skills to cope with the mental and physical challenges that poverty presents. Children
oftentimes are grossly affected by poverty. Many are hungry, lack needed resources such as school supplies, and do not get
the proper treatment for health related matters. These kids go to school every day and are shunned by their peers and school
personnel who may treat them badly simply because of their socio-economic status in which they had no control over.
Sometimes, they have little to no parent support and are required to perform at the same academic level of other students
who have all they need to succeed. Hungry and embarrassed, they try to hide themselves so as not to be noticed by sleeping
in class, acting out, or simply dropping out. Thus, the cycle of poverty continues. This book looks at poverty through the eyes
of a child who is living it every day, all while facing challenges of his own to help his little brother maneuver the cycle while
dealing with a mom who does not know how to cope. He has challenges in school until he meets his new fourth grade
teacher. All he asks is to give him and his brother a chance. He defines that poverty does not mean that you are ignorant and
incapable of being successful. It means that you lack some of the human, physical, and material resources to be successful.
His circumstance changed when he meets his guardian angel in fourth grade.
Characteristics of Local Agricultural Leaders in County Extension Work Dec 23 2019
Give Me a Chance Jan 24 2020 May 1969. As a 16-year-old, Gail Renard joined John Lennon and Yoko Ono in their weeklong bed-in for peace in a hotel in Montreal. She looked after Yoko's five-year-old daughter, helped to find tambourines and
joined in the first recording of 'Give Peace a Chance'. This book tells the story.
Morley's Variety: A SELECTION FROM THE WRITINGS OF CHRISTOPHER MORLEY, MADE BY LOUIS GREENFIELD, AND
PUBLISHED IN CLEVELAND AND NEW YORK BY THE WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY Mar 26 2020
Then Comes Marriage Aug 19 2019 A girl next door meets famous actor rom com... An enemies to lovers adventure
romance... A bridesmaid & best man wedding date... To the Stars and Back When Hollywood s sexiest bachelor meets the
girl next door their relationship doesn t follow the script… On-screen, Christian Slade is America s favorite heartthrob. Offscreen, letting romance into his life isn t as easy. The women he dates all seem to want a piece of his glamorous life rather
than his heart, and trust doesn t come easy for him. Then along comes Lana. A beautiful rocket scientist who s also sweet,
smart, sexy, and has absolutely no idea who he is. But what will happen when she finds out? Will their worlds prove too far
apart or could love really be like in the movies? From Thailand with Love All Logan has to do is to get the gold and get the
girl. Easy, right? Travel photographer Winter Knowles and archeology professor Logan Spencer dislike each other at first
sight. Stuck together into the wild, these two unwilling teammates will bicker and banter their way through a laugh-packed
treasure hunt. After years of searching, a new mapping technology has given Logan a clue to the location of the legendary
Lost City of Gold. A discovery that could make his career. So the last thing he needs on this life-changing expedition is for his
team to get distracted by a pair of long legs. When Winter accepted the assignment on a tropical island she didn t sign up
for a brooding team leader who d clearly prefer to run a boys-only club. Never one to back down from a challenge, Winter
is ready to show him she s no damsel in distress. But when a treasure like no other is uncovered and ruthless enemies will
want to keep it for themselves, it ll be up to the two of them to save the day. Left alone to fight in the jungle, they will soon
discover their lives might not be the only thing at stake̶their hearts could be too. Get ready for the adventure of a lifetime.
You May Kiss the Bridesmaid Archibald Hill is handsome, single, and he s going to his best friend s wedding ready to
make a conquest or two. After all, everyone knows weddings are the perfect setting to get lucky. Summer Knowles used to
have a life̶friends, family, a sister who d do anything for her̶until she blew it all away with a terrible mistake. Now,
attending her twin s wedding as the party s undesirable number one seems like more than she can handle. So, when a tall
stranger with smoldering ice-blue eyes offers her a therapy of seven nights of no-strings-attached fun, she might even ignore
that he has a beard and accept. Problem is, Summer has never been good at keeping sex and feelings separated… What
readers are saying: A fun read filled with humor, heart, and love big enough to reach... to the stars and back. Recommended
read for Contemporary Romance, Chick Lit, and Romantic Comedy fans. Get ready to be starstruck! Gina, Satisfaction for
Insatiable Readers I completely fell for Christian in this book and it's been ages since I last felt like this about a book
boyfriend. Rachel, Rachel Random Reads A fantastic romantic read that I devoured in one sitting. Kay, Coffee and Kindle Book
Reviews An addictive page turner with an absolutely wonderful meet-cute. Julie, Romantic Reads and Such I love an amazing
enemies to lovers romantic comedy trope. This one sure gave me all the swoons and I devoured it! . There is nothing more
fun to read than a book filled with adventure, lots of action, a bit of heated banter and amazing dialogue to a romantic and

funny happily ever after story. Nurse Bookie From Thailand with Love really is a wild ride, and well worth the five stars I've
given it! Chick Lit Central A great love hate relationship. with sassy retorts, enjoyable comedy and romance and adventure.
BRMaycock's
Return to Me: Last Chance Rescue Book 2 Jun 09 2021 For fans of Maya Banks, Nina Bruhns, Pamela Clare and Julie Ann
Walker. The second novel in New York Times bestselling author Christy Reece's addictive Last Chance Rescue series of sexy
suspense and thrilling adventure. Smart, fiery, and fresh from a broken engagement, Samara Lyons is up for the challenge of
trapping an online predator. But in this high stakes op, with the fate of dozens of innocent lives on the line, she could do
without the distraction of her increasing feelings for her boss. Noah McCall, head of Last Chance Rescue, can't disguise his
raw, physical desire for Samara. When the sting explodes, Noah is forced to face his dark past, while Samara has to fight to
stay alive. Now it's all about survival. Will they find a way to return to the life they now long for together? Don't miss the
other pulse-pounding novels in the Last Chance Rescue series, Rescue Me, Run To Me, No Chance, Second Chance, Last
Chance, Sweet Justice, Sweet Revenge, and Sweet Reward, or the steamy southern suspense of the Wildefire series by
Christy's alter-ego Ella Grace which begins with Midnight Secrets.
Rescue Me Nov 21 2019 Mindful of the quality expected of Cherry Adair and Mariah Stewart, Christy Reece s first novel
is a terrific romantic suspense thriller. ̶Harriet Klausner, Merry Genre Go Round Reviews A covert operative of Last
Chance Rescue (LCR) Enterprises, Eden St. Claire has made secrets her life s work. Seven years ago, an evening of emotional
vulnerability and pure pleasure almost destroyed her. Now Eden wears her beauty like a mask, concealing any hint of
vulnerability or the demons of her past. A daring rescue of an innocent girl on a Greek island leads Eden to a new partner.
Jordan Montgomery has been looking for Eden‒though he knows her by another name, from another time. But his search
for her is overshadowed by a case that s gone international. A powerful, ruthless, organized network is stealing women and
children around the world. And a lover, a traitor, and a killer all wait for Eden s next move. A sizzling new suspense
trilogy bursts onto the scene as Reece invites readers to join the adventures of Last Chance Rescue Enterprises. . . . Plenty of
danger and intrigue make this a promising series launch! ̶Romantic Times Magazine Rescue Me is an exciting magnetic
story. . . . Oh, yes! ̶Fresh Fiction
Life Gave Me a Chance Aug 23 2022 This is the story of the Holocaust in which a young German Jew is given power, trained
for its exercise and engages the enemy. He was a member of the highly secret commando troop created by Lord Mountbatten
and Prime Minster Churchill for in depths reconnaissance, patrols and battle field interrogation. He fought back not as a last
stand but as part of the Allied Armies which in eleven months broke through the Hitler's Atlantic Wall, liberated France,
Belgium and Holland and met the Russian army half a way across Germany. At the end of the war he found his parents in the
concentration camp of Terezin which had been liberated by the Russians two days before. He describes his service in the
Military Government and his participation in the preparation of the Nuremberg trials as the deputy commander of an
Intelligent Section of a prison camp for high ranking Nazis and his post-war life up to graduating with a Master Degree in
Chemical Engineering from M.I.T.
The Middle to Upper Paleolithic Transition in Central Europe Oct 21 2019 The Buekk Mountain region of southeast central
Europe has been the main area for studying ̀transitional' cultures between the Middle and Upper Palaeolithic like that
identified at the Szelta Cave in Hungary.
A Chance to Go to College Sep 19 2019
Rescue Me: Last Chance Rescue Book 1 Oct 01 2020 For fans of Maya Banks, Nina Bruhns, Pamela Clare and Julie Ann
Walker. The first novel in New York Times bestselling author Christy Reece's addictive Last Chance Rescue series of sexy
suspense and thrilling adventure. A covert operative of Last Chance Rescue Enterprises, Eden St. Claire has made secrets her
life's work. Seven years ago, her life was almost destroyed. Now Eden conceals any hint of vulnerability beneath an
unbreakable shell of strength and beauty. That is, until the daring rescue of an innocent girl leads Eden to Jordan
Montgomery. Jordan has been looking for Eden, but he doesn't recognise the girl he knew in the dazzling woman before him.
As the two join forces to bring down a ruthless international abduction network, Eden must decide if Jordan's love will be
enough to rescue her from the demons of her past... Don't miss the other pulse-pounding novels in the Last Chance Rescue
series, Return To Me, Run To Me, No Chance, Second Chance, Last Chance, Sweet Justice, Sweet Revenge, and Sweet Reward,
or the steamy southern suspense of the Wildefire series by Christy's alter-ego Ella Grace which begins with Midnight Secrets.
Pleeaze! Tell Me You Won't Take a Chance! Oct 13 2021 "Pleeaze! Tell me you won't take a chance!" is an anecdotal account
based on the multifarious events and incidents the author, Nick Crozby, has enjoyed and experienced from before the Second
World War through to the present day. It focuses especially on the role that chance can play throughout life and the way
chance can shape and affect events, love and career opportunities and expectations; if chances are taken! Working on the
principle instilled in him in his early days by his family that "you make your own luck" Nick tried throughout his life to grasp
each opportunity with open arms although some unfortunate chance situations did lead to considerable strain, stress and
frustration. "Pleeaze! Tell me you won't take a chance!" relates these life happenings giving an intimate slant and putting
them into a social and historical context and circumstance. It illustrates clearly the effects that changes in society, morals and
standards can have on the life of the individual as well as society as a whole.
Computer-supported Cooperative Work and Groupware Jun 16 2019 Based upon the International Journal of Man-Machine
Studies special editions published in February and March of 1991, Saul Greenberg's book will provide the novice with insight
into the field of computer-supported cooperative work and groupware. It will also inform the active computer-supported
cooperative work researcher of several new projects and perspectives. With an exhaustive bibliography, this will be an
essential book for researchers in human-computer interaction and artificial intelligence, expert systems builders, and user

interface designers.
Reports Service Jul 18 2019
My Second Chance : Because He Loves Me Jul 30 2020 This book is about the author's life experience with Christ. In
particular God grace in her life after a time of wandering in the world.
Lie to Me (A Second Chance Rock Star Romance) Aug 31 2020 Shiloh He s back. Tattooed rock star, Reid Tate, waltzes into
my life like he has a right to be there. His filthy mouth and drop-dead sexy scowl are my downfall… especially when he
knows the secret that will ruin me. Reid I know her damn secret̶the one that ll destroy her. She s waging a war to keep
the truth hidden but I m done playing that game. I ll do whatever it takes to claim her… including the unthinkable. *LIE
TO ME is a standalone in the Rock Me series The Rock Me Series LIE TO ME END OF ME SING TO ME SONG FOR ME BAD
FOR ME ALL OF ME Topics: Romance, New Adult Romance, Rock Star Romance, Rock Star, Contemporary Romance, Alpha
Heroes, Bad Boy Romance, Steamy Romance, Sexy Romance, Hot Romance, Insta Love Romance, Enemies to Lovers, Second
Chance Romance, Dominant Hero Romance, Alpha, Captivating Romance, Swoon Worthy Romance, Possessive Hero
Romance, HFN, HEA, Dominant Heroes, Sassy Heroines, Romance Series, Rock Me Series, Lee Piper, Lee Piper Author.
Take a Chance on Me Dec 15 2021 When baker Penelope Quinn steps in to help her brother s family through a medical
crisis, she s forced into close proximity with charming Air Force fighter pilot Eli Price. Penelope has one iron-clad dating
rule̶she does not date airmen. Months ago, she relaxed her rule with Eli and immediately lived to regret it. After a long
deployment, he s now back in Misty River and, to her dismay, she finds him just as tempting as always. Eli s spent months
thinking about funny, feisty, creative Penelope. He once leveraged his focus and drive to become a pilot, his childhood dream.
Now he's set on leveraging that same focus and drive in order to convince Penelope to give him one more chance. This
romantic prequel novella introduces readers to the quaint mountain town of Misty River and a brand-new series from Christywinning author Becky Wade!
Take a Chance on Me Jan 16 2022 WHEN FAMILY MATTERS As a child, Adam Bartlett's not-so-loving adoptive family
forced him to erect impenetrable walls around his heart…until blond beauty Leigh Peters came along and started knocking
them down. But just when those walls had all but disappeared, Leigh ended their budding relationship, crushing Adam's
already fragile heart…. Nearly ten years later, Adam's success as a CEO paled in comparison to the news he could potentially
save the life of the young half brother he never knew existed. Then Adam learned Nurse Leigh Peters was handling the
family's case, and long-buried memories came flooding back. But would Adam risk using this coincidence as the second
chance to secure a once-in-a-lifetime passion?
Life Gave Me a Chance May 20 2022 This is the story of the Holocaust in which a young German Jew is given power,
trained for its exercise and engages the enemy. He was a member of the highly secret commando troop created by Lord
Mountbatten and Prime Minster Churchill for in depths reconnaissance, patrols and battle field interrogation. He fought back
not as a last stand but as part of the Allied Armies which in eleven months broke through the Hitler's Atlantic Wall, liberated
France, Belgium and Holland and met the Russian army half a way across Germany. At the end of the war he found his
parents in the concentration camp of Terezin which had been liberated by the Russians two days before. He describes his
service in the Military Government and his participation in the preparation of the Nuremberg trials as the deputy commander
of an Intelligent Section of a prison camp for high ranking Nazis and his post-war life up to graduating with a Master Degree
in Chemical Engineering from M.I.T.
Take A Chance On Me: Feb 05 2021 When a beautiful bride bolts instead of walking down the aisle, she finds her true path
to Happily Ever After in this contemporary romance series debut. When Maddie Donovan runs out on her high school
sweetheart moments before walking down the aisle, she ends up at a bar in the small town of Revival, Illinois, with only the
wedding dress on her back, fifty dollars to her name, and her "good girl" reputation in tatters. Not ready to return to Chicago
and face the music, she accepts hot bartender Mitch Riley's offer to stay at his place. But sharing such close quarters is
driving Maddie insane with desire. Mitch thinks he's seen it all̶until Maddie strides into his bar in full wedding attire and
downs three shots of whiskey. Though the gorgeous bride seems tough as nails, Mitch also senses her vulnerability. With a
troubled past of his own, Mitch has no interest in settling down̶but he can t help his attraction to Maddie. Could he finally
find his perfect match with this bride-not-to-be?
Give Me Another Chance Mar 18 2022 I never forgot you, and the way you made me feel that first time. I never forgot you,
even when you left me six years ago without saying goodbye. You were my brother s best friend, and I was in love… I never
expected to see you again, but here we are… I never thought our relationship had a second chance, And here we are… Ash
Raven ‒ I loved you yesterday, I love you today, and I will love you forever. Would you be willing to give our love another
chance after all this! -Beth McAdams, mother of your daughter, the miracle we created six years ago, and I kept it a secret
from you. OMG… Does that make me a terrible person?
Take a Chance on Me Jan 04 2021 Savvy stylist Amanda Wright loves Marietta, her hair salon, and her clients, and no client
is more dear to her heart than eighty-year-old Bette Justice‒even if her years have made her a little fragile. So when Bette
asks Amanda to help her convince her determined grandson, Tyler, a successful game designer, that Marietta is the right
home for Bette, Amanda can t say no. Tyler Justice has a one-track mind‒he wants to take care of his beloved
grandmother. He can t understand her resistance to move to Texas and is sure that the young friend she keeps
mentioning‒Amanda‒is taking advantage of his grandmother s generosity. He reaches Marietta determined to put the
salon owner in her place and bring his grandmother home…until smart, kind Amanda starts to tug at his heart in ways he
never expected. But just as Tyler and Amanda start to form a real connection, will a long-buried family secret destroy their
chance at love?

All of Me (A Second Chance Rock Star Romance) Nov 02 2020 Tilly Famous rock stars don't fall for girls like me. With a
voice to die for, the perfect bad-boy swagger, and a dirty mouth̶I never should've fallen for Kai Jenner. But I did… right
before I left him. Kai She left. Screaming fans and willing groupies can't get enough of me, and the one woman I want to stick
around past the concert after-party f*cking leaves. I never should've said those three words to her. But I did… and I'm going
to f*cking say them again̶when I find her. **ALL OF ME is a standalone novella in the Rock Me series. The Rock Me Series
LIE TO ME END OF ME SING TO ME SONG FOR ME BAD FOR ME ALL OF ME Topics: Romance, New Adult Romance, Rock
Star Romance, Rock Star, Contemporary Romance, Alpha Heroes, Bad Boy Romance, Steamy Romance, Sexy Romance, Hot
Romance, Insta Love Romance, Enemies to Lovers, Second Chance Romance, Dominant Hero Romance, Alpha, Captivating
Romance, Swoon Worthy Romance, Possessive Hero Romance, HFN, HEA, Dominant Heroes, Sassy Heroines, Novella,
Romance Series, Rock Me Series, Lee Piper, Lee Piper Author.
Give Me a Chance Sep 24 2022 Managing life with a disability is tough for a child, the parents, siblings, and for the child s
teacher and classmates. Every person, disabled or not, wants to be happy, loved, and respected. They want to be accepted.
Parents also desire these same things for their child. But, often, society doesn t accept people with disabilities. In Give Me a
Chance, author Janis Gilbert offers insight into the world of the disabled. Based on her professional experiences as a special
education teacher and a mother of two sons with life challenges, she shares what she s learned. This guide: gives an
overview of disabilities, defining what they are, how they re acquired, and provides statistics about disabilities in the United
States; looks at well-known people with various disabilities and how disabilities have been portrayed in popular culture
through movies; covers the history of the treatment of people with disabilities and how it s changed throughout the years;
examines diagnosis and treatment of disabilities and challenges associated with this work, including shortages of resources;
gives insight into aspects of life for people with disabilities including family and social relationships, education, employment,
transportation, housing, and others; and discusses caregiving, advocacy, community support services through governmental
and nonprofit agencies, and planning for the time when parental caregivers are gone. Give Me a Chance provides an
understanding of disabilities and the complex issues people with disabilities and their caregivers face every day and suggests
ways we can make a person s life better and more fulfilling.
Give Me a Second Chance Apr 26 2020 Racheli is a regular American modern Orthodox girl. After her marriage, idealism
brings her and her husband to Israel where they begin to build a family. Spiritual searchers, the couple falls prey to a cult.
Over a period of six years, Racheli and her husband lose the ability to make their own decisions or protect their children. As a
result, Racheli receives a five-year prison sentence. Eighteen months into her prison sentence, Racheli begins to understand
where everything went wrong. From here, her healing begins. Upon her release, Racheli marries a prisoner who still has time
to serve. With his help, she is able to rebuild herself into a vivacious, mentally and emotionally healthy woman who learns to
live with the irreversible consequences of her mistakes and nourish the children and grandchildren with whom she has
contact. The book was written to give hope to anyone who feels that they have fallen into a place from which they cannot
escape. It shows that you can rebuild yourself and fashion a core of inner strength that will make you into a person you
never dreamed you'd be. Give Me a Second Chance sheds light on the dark shadows in this world in the hopes of giving
strength to those still in their own personal darkness. The book encourages readers to give a second chance to those who
have fallen.
Give Me a Chance to Grow Up Jul 22 2022 As a concerned teacher, I have observed over the last twenty (20) years of
teaching children between the ages of seven to fifteen (7-15) years that children have experienced abuse sexually and
otherwise. They were usually too ashamed or unsure of what to do, so they hid their problems. As a result, there is
maladapted behavior in the form of violence, petty crimes, suicide, and promiscuity. The problem of incest was also brought
to the forum as a root cause of maladaptive behavior, which ultimately ended in teenage pregnancies and other related
issues. Although with the intervention of the law in the form of the police and other interest groups, many times these
interventions are too slow and too late in coming. Hence, the damage has already been done. Children have been known to be
turned away from school because of the lack of birth certificate. They have a right to their existence. The intention of this
project is to present relevant information to these students in simple terms to make them aware of self and their rights. The
information provided can be used as a social studies supplement or guidance sessions. It also includes words meaning,
simple sentences for reenforcement, find the words, brain teasers, and syllabication of words that are unfamiliar. Each page
picture/s is used to depict situations. Thanks in advance.
All I Want Series (Books 1-2) Apr 19 2022 Grab the first two books from the All I Want series in one box set. Choose Me: As
soon as I moved from the city to a small town, I attracted the attention of the town's hottest cop. The only problem is...we
work on opposite sides of the law and he's running for sheriff. When the election heats up, will he choose me? Be with Me:
When Jack comes back to save his father's business, I noticed he's filled out since high school. When he stops by my bakery
each morning with a boyish smile and wink, I don't want to be friends anymore. It's time to show him, I'm all grown up. All I
want is for him to be with me.
All about Me My Second Chance Mar 06 2021 A young girl diagnosed at a very young age, with 4 different kinds of
illnesses, with friends and family by her side, she learned how to cope with her illnesses and enjoyed life to the fullest even
on bad days she had throughout her 23 years of life.
Take a Chance on Me May 08 2021 A romance buds when attorney Ivy Madison bids on widower Darek Christiansen at a
charity auction, but she soon realizes that a man with whom she crafted a plea bargain three years earlier was the man
responsible for Darek's wife's death.
Take a Chance On Me May 28 2020 Enter a world of glamour, wealth and beautiful people. Enter the world of the Sehgals!

KABIER SEHGAL, scion of the Sehgal empire, has returned to India to take over the helm of his companies from his
grandfather. His first mission is to find out who is selling his company's secrets. When the suspicion falls on KEYA KARIA, he
decides to work closely with her to expose her fraud. He accuses her of something unspeakable. But has he made the biggest
mistake of all? Brilliant, bold & beautiful, KEYA KARIA is at the top of her career. Her past is one big, dead and buried secret
and she has her eyes set only on her future. But her new boss, Kabier Sehgal is making her life a living nightmare. She is
tough, but can Keya stand against an adversary like Kabier Sehgal? Especially when the laws of attraction decide otherwise?
A billionaire enemies to lovers, office romance set in India. This is Book 1 in the Sehgal family & friends saga and can be read
as a standalone.
Take a Chance on Me Feb 17 2022 A bad girl with a reputation, a single dad fighting for custody ‒ love couldn t have
come at a worse time. I had no idea when Sadie Cole caught my eye, that she would also steal my heart. My daughter s new
dance teacher with her jet black hair and haunting blue eyes intrigued me. Her tight outfits and bare skin taunted me. Most
importantly, she was amazing with my daughter. But Sadie s reputation proceeded her... and I couldn t afford any
entanglements that would cost me custody of my daughter. The more I spent time with her the more I realized the rumors
were wrong̶ the town was wrong. I wanted to be the man she could count on. When what s best for my daughter and
what s right for Sadie are in direct conflict, I hope I make the right choice. Praise for Take a Chance on Me: "Lea Coll has
crafted a beautiful and emotionally driven romance. Tanner is everything we want in a leading man and more. Sadie has a
little of all of us in her. I was immediately pulled into the romance of Tanner and Sadie and reminded that no matter how
hard we try, sometimes the ghosts of our pasts can taint the future." - Andrea Johnston, Author of Men in Lexington Series
"I've read a lot of books where my heart has ached for characters before, but none have ever made my heart ache quite way
it did for Sadie. If you're looking for a read that's going to hit your right in the feels and leave you with your heart
overflowing with love then grab this one." - Britt The Red Hatter Book Blog "Coll pulled me in with Take a chance on Me. I
wanted Tanner to take a chance on Sadie so bad! He saw what no one ever took the time to see when it comes to Sadie. If you
want a story where your constantly rooting for the heroine look no further." -Johnaka at Amity Book Blog "Slow burn,
heartwarming, heartbreaking, and scorching are the words that come to my mind with this read. I was wrapped up in its
embrace, never wanting it to end. This author evokes emotions that just pour out from the pages. Sadie and Tanner are my
new favorite couple, putting me in a trance with their undeniable connection. When these two are together, its pure book
magic. A definite five star, #oneclick read!" Falling with the Leaves Blog
Take a Chance on Me Feb 23 2020 Even in a small town the drama is larger than life... Cleo Quinn doesn't have the greatest
track record when it comes to men, but now Will's come along. Handsome and attentive, he could be her Mr Right. Things
are definitely looking up for Cleo... apart from one small problem with a rather large ego. Johnny LaVenture, sculptor
extraordinaire and her personal childhood nemesis, is back in Channing's Hill and tormenting her as if he'd never been away.
Meanwhile Cleo's sister Abbie has a problem of her own-husband Tom has become distant and withdrawn, and she's
determined to find out why. But will the shocking truth mean the end of their idyllically happy marriage? The sisters are
about to discover that the past can come back to haunt you, and that love can flourish in the unlikeliest of places... Praise for
Jill Mansell: "Pick this up at your peril: you won't get a thing done till it's finished." -Heat Magazine "Witty and charming, this
easygoing tale is full of twists that make it hard to put down." -Woman Magazine "Mansell knows her craft and delivers a
finely tuned romantic comedy." -Kirkus "A fast pace and fun writing make the story fly by." -Publishers Weekly
Take A Chance On Me Apr 07 2021 Jill Mansell's bestseller TAKE A CHANCE ON ME takes readers on an entirely
unpredictable romantic journey... For readers of Carole Matthews and Lucy Diamond. Cleo Quinn doesn't have a great track
record when it comes to men, but now Will's come along she's optimistic. Handsome, attentive and an absolute gentleman
when it comes to her questionable cooking skills, he could be her Mr Right. Things are definitely looking up for Cleo... apart
from one small problem with a rather large ego. Johnny LaVenture, sculptor extraordinaire and her childhood adversary, is
back in Channing's Hill and tormenting Cleo as if he'd never been away. But life never goes to plan, does it? Johnny isn't the
only one stirring up trouble and, for Cleo's family and friends, all kinds of sparks are starting to fly. If you think you can put
the past behind you, think again... What readers are saying about Take a Chance on Me: 'The characters are incredible and
the story is so sweet' Amazon reviewer, 5 stars 'I really enjoyed this light-hearted story, told with Jill Mansell's usual eye for
detail and quirky sense of humour. This story drew me in from the first page' Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 'This book is a
delight - the characters are diverse and wonderfully flawed, and Mansell's writing is witty and refreshing' Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars
God Gave Me Another Chance Sep 12 2021
Take a Chance on Me Nov 14 2021 Meet Patrick Cooper‒ desperately down on his luck, and head-over-heels in unrequited
love with his best friend Bridget. Meet Bridget's sister, Emma Donovan -eternally single maker-of-cakes for many a happy
couple, whilst never making it down the aisle herself. Emma has four younger sisters, all of whom are married or getting
married, and an Italian mother who can t understand what is wrong with her eldest daughter, who seems to be
stranded on the shelf. Despairing of her own ability to find a suitable husband, Emma agrees to be part of a compatibility
project to get married at first sight. Meanwhile Cooper is struggling to get over his crush on Bridget and seems destined to
stay firmly on the shelf too. Perhaps it s time his fate was taken out of his hands... Is happily-ever-after just about daring to
take a chance, or do you need some extra magic to make love last? Join Beth Moran, Cooper and the Donovan sisters on this
life-affirming and uplifting tale of love, family, friendship, and risking it all for happiness. Praise for Beth Moran: Lifeaffirming, joyful and tender. Zoe Folbigg 'Every day is a perfect day to read this. Shari Low 'A British author to
watch.'Publisher's Weekly 'A wonderfully warm-hearted story full of love and laughter.'Victoria Connelly

3 Harlan Coben Novels: Promise Me, No Second Chance, Just One Look Dec 03 2020 Three novels from the bestselling
author and creator of the hit Netflix drama The Stranger̶together in one exciting collection. PROMISE ME As the school
year winds down, Myron Bolitar is determined to help keep his friends children safe from the dangers of drinking and
driving. So he makes two neighborhood girls promise him that if they are ever in a bind but are afraid to call their parents,
they must call him. Several nights later, the call comes at two a.m. The next day, a girl is missing and Myron is the last person
who saw her. Racing to find her before she s gone forever, Myron must outrun his own troubled past and decide once and
for all who he is and what he will stand up for... NO SECOND CHANCE Shot twice by an unseen assailant, Dr. Marc Seidman
lies in a hospital bed. His wife has been killed. His six-month-old daughter has vanished. But just when his world seems
forever shattered, the ransom note arrives: We are watching. If you contact the authorities, you will never see your daughter
again. There will be no second chance. With no one to trust, and mired in a deepening quicksand of deception and deadly
secrets, Marc clings to one unwavering vow: bring home his daughter, at any cost. JUST ONE LOOK When Grace Lawson
picks up a newly developed set of family photographs, there is a picture that doesn't belong-a photo from at least twenty
years ago with a man in it who looks strikingly like her husband, Jack. And though Jack denies it's him, he disappears that
night, taking the photo with him. Now, to save her family from a fierce, silent killer who will stop at nothing to get the photo,
Grace must confront the dark corners of her own tragic past...
Give Me a Chance Jun 21 2022 All books can be read as a stand alone or in order of the series.A single father. A woman on
the run. Can they find comfort in each other?Cultivated by the wealthy and elite in New York City, plastic surgeon Dr. Max
Hamilton seemed to have it all. A beautiful wife and two well-behaved children, along with a successful practice. But an ugly
nasty divorce forced him to pick up his children and move north to Lake Placid away from everything that destroyed him.
Now with things starting to normalize, he finds himself in desperate need of a nanny and housekeeper. That's all. Nothing
more, nothing less.Quinn Baker spent her childhood in poverty, foster care and even detention centers. As an adult working
two-sometimes three jobs-her fingertips still couldn't grasp the edge of the vicious poverty circle to pull herself out. When
she overhears of Max's need for a nanny, she takes a risk and prays her past doesn't come back to haunt her.Lake Placid
SeriesSecond Chance- Nick Buchanan and Mallory DenningGive Me A Chance - Max Hamilton and Quinn BakerOur Chance Caleb Ryder and Celeste McGuireTake A Chance - Cole McGuire and Rene BuchananDeserve A Chance- Zach Monroe and
Amber DeaconLast Chance - Trevor Miles and Riley HamiltonThe All SeriesAll for Love- William Harper and Isabel
CarmichaelAll Or Nothing - Ben Harper and Presley JamesAll Of Me- Phil Harper and Sophia MansfieldAll The Way- Alec
Harper and Brynn PalmerAll I Want - Sean Callahan and Carly SpringfieldAll My Love - Drew Palmer and Jordyn
MontgomeryAll About You - Finn Abraham and Olivia HartmanSee where it all started in the Road SeriesRoad to Recovery Brooke Malone and Lucas MathewsRoad to Redemption - Cori Summers and Jack ReynoldsRoad to Reality- Beth Campbell
and Mac MaloneRoad to Reason - Kaitlin Harper and Ryan MathewsThe Fierce FiveBrody- Brody Fierce and Aimee ReedAiden
- Aiden Fierce and Nic MorettiMason- Mason Fierce and Jessica CorningCade- Cade Fierce and Alex MarshallLove
CollectionSecret Love - Vin Steele and Piper FieldingTrue Love- Jared Hawk and Shelby McDonaldFinding Love- Erik McMann
and Sheldon CaseBeach Love- Connor Landers and Melissa MahoneyIntense Love- Ian Price and Cam MasonAutumn LoveLiam Sullivan and Ali RogersHoliday Love- Owen Taylor and Jill DuncanChristmas Love- Chase Martin and Noelle
BennettWinter Love- Zeke Collins and Kendall Hendricks
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